
AUTOMATICALLY RECORD, TRANSCRIBE, 
TRANSLATE, AND SUBTITLE 
ANY AUDIO & VIDEO IN REAL-TIME

Excellence of Bosch conference system
with the artificial intelligence of CABOLO
for a full digital transformation

multimedia



From the most complex 
meeting rooms, to 
conference halls hosting 
your events, CABOLO 
Multimedia is the integrated 
solution that combines 
simplicity of use with the 
security of your data.

More quality
Artificial intelligence of CABOLO 
and the performance of the 
multimedia microphone base from 
Bosch together for a unique 
solution o�ering in the market.

More accessibility
In-person, hybrid or remotely,
every participant can take part
in their own language.
CABOLO Multimedia understands
30 languages and translates into 
60 in real-time.

Audio, video, and text all in a single product
that improves productivity, accessibility, and efficiency. 

More e�ciency
CABOLO Multimedia broadcasts 
the video of the meeting, 
subtitles, and transcribes in 
real-time. The multimedia file 
(with audio & text)  is ready to 
read, created all automatically.

Bosch and
united for CABOLO Multimedia 



automatically

transmit audio and video
of meetings

transcribe and subtitle
automatically record 

any voice

The multimedia of Bosch and the 
cu�ing-edge technology of CABOLO

Suitable for

and much more

Council Chambers Parliaments

Conference centres

Convention halls

Multimedia providersBoardrooms



multimedia! Leave it to
Artificial intelligence at your fingertips

Language models
customisable for the
needs of the client.

Tailor-made solutions

CABOLO Multimedia
produces documents in
Word, PDF, SRT, XML
and HTML5 (multimedia 
file with synchronised 
audio and text).

Output

Transcriptions are
encrypted and saved on
CABOLO Multimedia 
without requiring external 
servers.

Data security 

Speak the language you 
want with whom you want.
CABOLO Multimedia 
recognises 30 languages 
and translates into 60
to give you the maximum 
product quality.

Multilingual by nature

CABOLO Multimedia is
compatible with all
web conference
solutions.

Compatibility

With CABOLO Multimedia
every word is saved and
indexed.
Read, listen, and use your
files whenever you want.

Search & archive

Bosch® monitor 7’’ base

Video

mktg@cabolo.com - www.cabolo.com


